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Overview 
Have you ever looked at something for so long that your eyes crossed, your vision blurred, and you 
became unable to see anything at all for a few moments? Have you ever grown weary from trying to figure 
something out, only to become stressed and distressed with the “whys” and the “hows”? Have you ever 
been in the midst of a difficult situation and become so blinded by the circumstances surrounding you that 
you couldn’t see or feel the presence of God there?  
 
Perhaps we could all use a change in perspective. After all, we know we are not exempt from dark valleys; 
so knowing that, we need to be prepared for them. Here’s a thought: What if we could change our 
perspective so that we could see our Shepherd not only walking with us through our dark valleys, but also 
going ahead of us preparing and organizing the provisions we need before we’re even there. Would that 
help us see things a bit more clearly and keep us from being stressed and distressed in the process?  
 
This week we will take a fresh look at Psalm 23:5 which says, “You prepare a table before me in the 
presence of my enemies; you anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows.” As we focus on this promise and 
view it through the lens of who our Shepherd is, we will see with 20/20 vision that opposition is merely an 
opportunity for God’s abundant blessings. 
 

Going Deeper 
Pose these questions to your group …  
• Do you find it difficult to see God in the midst of your struggles? (Be honest!) 

o If your answer is yes, why do you think this is so? What clouds your vision? (fear, emotions, etc.) 
o If your answer is no, why do you think this is so? 

• How can a person find God's guidance in times of struggle? (List some practical ways you’ve done this 
in the past.) 

• Why do you think God allows His children (believers) to have struggles? (John 16:33 tells us we will.) 
• Do you find that you are closer to God when you are facing a trial or closer when you are not? 
 
Trials make us uncomfortable, and we don’t like to be uncomfortable. Let’s look at our troubles from a 
different perspective … 
 

Making it Stick 
How do you find God's guidance in times of struggle? It starts when you realize... 
 
1 - OPPORTUNITY has already been prepared (“You prepare a table before me”) 

God will guide us in our struggles, if we'll look for the table of opportunity  
that's already been prepared for us. – Bret Legg 

 
Look up these verses and discuss the promises God has given us regarding “preparation.” What has God 
prepared or provided in each of these verses? 
• 1 Corinthians 2:9 and Isaiah 64:34 
• 2 Corinthians 5:5 

• 1 Corinthians 10:13 
• Ephesians 2:10 

 
Truth: A new way to view struggles is to remember that your Shepherd has gone ahead of you and 
has prepared a table of opportunities to get you through. 
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Application: 
• What if we placed our Shepherd rather than our emotions in our struggle?  
• Would that make any difference? (Recall the characteristics of a shepherd.) 
• Remember that you can help others see these opportunities in the midst of their struggles by 

sharing your story with them. Open up! Ask God to place someone in your life this week to 
encourage by sharing with them that because you know the Shepherd you have a table of 
opportunities before you because He has prepared and provided them. 

  
2 - OPPOSITION will still be present (“in the presence of my enemies”) 

Sometimes the door of opportunity swings on the hinges of opposition. – Michael Catt  
 

Read these verses and discuss the following: Opposition will be present but ultimately has no power. 
• John 16:33 
• 1 Corinthians 10:13b 
• Psalm 129:3-4 (The Voice translation) 

• 1 Corinthians 16:9 
• Isaiah 50:7-9a 

 
Truth: A new way to view struggles is to remember that an enemy sits across from us at the table of 
opportunity, but our Shepherd is present to vindicate us. 
 
Application: 
• How can this perspective bring you comfort, security, rest, and peace? 
• Can you tell about a time God protected you from your enemies? 

 
3 - OVERABUNDANCE is offered (“you anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows”) 

When we stand in the tension between opportunity and opposition, we must choose the overabundance  
God offers. We must choose between opportunity and opposition, between the table and the trouble,  

between the struggle and the Savior. – Bret Legg 
 
Read these verses and discuss the following: God provides rest and satisfaction in the midst of the 
struggle. 
• Psalm 16:5-6  
 

• Job 36:3 
 

• Psalm 22:26 

Truth: A new way to view struggles is to remember that our Shepherd is there to refresh us and 
provide abundantly for us while we are there. 
 
Application:  
• When have you seen God’s abundant provisions for you while you were facing a difficulty? 
• Will you share the abundant blessings of your Shepherd with someone at work or in your 

community this week?  

Living It Out 
Let Psalm 23:5 be your prayer this week … 

You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies; you anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. 
 

Jesus, my ever-present Shepherd, thank You for this new perspective when I face struggles. I am grateful  
that my troubles are but an opportunity for You to show Your glory and guide me into a deeper relationship  

with You. Thank You for protecting me from my enemies and for refreshing me and providing abundant 
blessings for me in the midst of the difficulties of life. In Jesus’ name, amen. 

  


